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ABSTRACT

This article reveals the concept of unifying wayang as a traditional culture with comics and films as a product of the modern culture that has given birth to new wayang creations with sources adapted from “Avenger” superhero characters. Wayang Avenger is made based on the aesthetics of wayang kulit adaptively but maintains craftsmanship in wayang kulit. What is evident from the wayang kulit is the traditional inlay and attributes of the purwa leather puppets. Indal and various attributes in wayang kulit purwa are an adaptation effort to achieve a new aesthetic that is hope. This article seeks to find and provide an interpretive descriptive explanation of the visual adaptations used by wayang avenger’s work, with Erwin Panofsky’s iconographic approach supported by the theory of art structures and vehicle transfer. The presentation of the Avenger Creation Puppet is a form of a combination of traditional and modern culture. This development reflects the interplay between traditional heritage and contemporary cultural phenomena, ultimately resulting in aesthetic adaptations in wayang.
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1. Introduction

The development of community culture is currently heading towards a modern society that has impacted traditional culture changes. Some people’s views of life and attitudes have begun to shift, tend to be easy, fast, and instantaneous. The community seems to lack any confidence in the sublime meaning hidden behind the traditional symbols. Many cultural products from Javanese traditional arts have lost their symbolic power related to noble teachings. The loss of this symbolic power is because there is an assumption that traditional art products are complicated and mystical, so there is an assumption that wayang performances are outdated and not following modern styles or trends. Byard and Jones explain that most Javanese consider wayang kulit as the most important cultural form. Wayang is said to encompass all art forms, represent Javanese culture’s soul, and teach philosophical and ethical values (Byard-Jones 2001, 43). The form is enjoyed as a means of entertainment and, more importantly, represents values, norms, and beliefs (Ghani and Ishak 2011, 2).

Wayang is a great masterpiece, where the puppet becomes a symbol of a bridge that connects different cultures. The definition of culture is how a group of people develops, reproduces, and redefines a frame of reference consisting of sharing knowledge, values, beliefs, social roles, and social institutions (Storey 1993, 33). In a scholarly article, the wayang’s core tradition is the wayang purwa (original wayang), using stories from the ancient Indian epics, Ramayana, and the Mahabharata tale is by far the most popular. Another wayang “branch” traditions vary these elements, such as wayang madya, telling stories from medieval romances such as the Panji and Damarwulan cycles, accompanied by the gamelan pelog (Byard-Jones 2001). The pouring of conceptual elements in the wayang stories and characters harmonizes the cultural mix that is open to each other so that the puppets can develop along with the times. Even though they are very old, traditional, and classic, wayang kulit can survive the passage of time, adapting to the times’ ideas and needs (Bangsa 2002).

Wayang kulit purwa performances today have developed both in form and function. This development results from the influence of customary heritage and its interaction with the outside
world’s phenomena, which ultimately results in adaptation to the environment and social structures (Soetarno dan Sarwanto 2010, 10). As a cultural product, we cannot separate wayang from society and its environment (Pratama 2015, 380). Therefore various types of wayang creations have emerged, each of which has creative ways, ideas/ideas, and objectives to preserve the art of wayang in this millennial era, such as the Avenger Creation Wayang.

Research on the Avenger Creation Puppet (Wayang Kreasi Avenger) is very important because it can reveal one of the adaptation concepts among the many ideas, which until now has no clear knowledge. The concept of adaptation is an essential problem in Avenger Creation Puppet (Wayang Kreasi Avenger) because the form and appearance, and attributes of the puppets adapt traditional Wayang (Purwa) even though the characters draw from the superhero fictional film “Avenger.” This research aims to see the visual adaptation used to move the superhero characters in comics into wayang forms.

2. Method

This study seeks to find and provide an interpretive descriptive explanation of visual adaptation in creating wayang avenger. This study uses Erwin Panofsky’s iconographic approach to support art structure theory and alih wahana (vehicle transfer) theory. The function of the two theories is to sharpen the results of identification, analysis, and interpretation. Collecting data in this study is direct or indirect to the source. Direct data collection is to obtain primary data, while indirect data collection is to get secondary data. As needed, to obtain accurate research data, this research requires data collection methods by (1) literature study, (2) field studies, (3) interviews. A literature study is a data search activity by tracking through various forms of documentation, books, articles in scientific journals, articles in magazines, seminar papers, and reports of previous research results. Field studies are observational activities that include direct observation and indirect observation. Direct observation is the observation and recording of various important things related to the object.

In this place, the creative Avenger Puppet Creation occurs so that the researcher who also acts as an observer is in the same place as the research object. In carrying out observations, researchers as observers try to take notes and take pictures directly of objects. Researchers see empirically the phenomena that are the target of the study. Indirect observation is implementing observations or notes that do not occur at the creative Avenger Wayang Kreasi creation event. The interview is to use an interview guideline instrument. Based on the guideline instrument, the researcher asked questions about several keys to competent informants. An interview is a question and answer activity between researchers and sources to complement data that does not appear in literature study and observation.

To discuss the visual adaptation of wayang avenger, the researchers studied it with iconography through three stages. The first is pre-iconographic descriptions, namely reading what appears to the object. The researcher’s attention is to lines, colors, shapes, techniques, and materials representing natural objects. These natural objects are humans, animals, plants, and tools. The second is iconographic analysis, which interprets conventional secondary meanings based on images, stories or literature studies, and allegories/symbols to identify the work’s themes and concepts. The third is the iconological interpretation. The stage is an essential phase because it is related to the intrinsic meaning or content of a work of art. This stage requires synthetic intuitive skills to understand symbols. Intuition synthesis concerns personal psychology’s essential tendencies and the artist’s weltanschauung (view of life).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Wayang Creation of the Superhero “Avenger”

Indonesian culture manifests a unified cultural family present as a woven culture that makes Indonesians feel present as Indonesians. Indonesian culture is a series of unity between local culture/traditions and culture that comes from outside. The most dominant feature and an image are because it departs from the same root, namely the Eastern style. Wayang is the result of Indonesian culture that has gone through several morphological stages. The community is still preserving it along with the times and the people who support it. The preservation of wayang kulit does not mean that its
Wayang creations that have recently received attention from young people are Wayang Avenger. The puppet creator is Is Yuniarto. Wayang Avenger is based on and adapted from the superhero “Avenger” characters. Avenger was originally a comic character, which the creators later turned into an object of expression in the film. The Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) debuted with a movie called Iron Man in mid-2008. It became a series of financially successful blockbuster films. The film also has a narrative link, showcasing the origins and subsequent adventures of Marvel Studios superhero characters such as Thor, Iron Man, Captain America, and the superhero team The Avengers.

According to Koh, as of December 2013, the MCU is one of the highest-grossing film franchises with more than the US $ 5.6 billion in tickets sold across its eight films (Koh 2014, 485). The MCU is a series of related superhero films in the format of television shows, video games (games), and, of course, the Marvel Studios comic book series. The MCU has attracted much critical attention because of its impact on the entertainment industry (Acu 2016, 196; Lavin 1998). The highest-grossing proves that the superhero-themed film genre that Marvel Studios carry has a very extraordinary fan base because there is a personal interest in the actors and actresses. However, for Marvel comics fans, this film can bring them to see the real reality in the movie, more than just two-dimensional images like in comics.

The creators introduced the Avenger Wayang Design to the public through social media and turned it into a puppet in 2018. They got the opportunity from Walt Disney Indonesia to create the physical characters of shadow puppets from the Avengers characters they had previously drawn. At that time, Wayang Avenger focused on the characters Iron Man, Doctor Strange, and Nebula. They then gave the three puppets to Benedict Cumberbatch (who played Doctor Strange), Karen Gillan (who played Nebula), and Infinity War Joe Russo as the Avengers director. According to Is Yuniarto, traditional Indonesian wayang, which originates from the epic Mahabharata and Ramayana, is similar to the Avengers film in terms of its function as a medium for telling stories of heroism (Putra 2018).

3.2. Visual Adaptation of Comics, Film, Wayang Creation Avenger

The pre-iconographic description stage in the “avengers” wayang creation study explores the elaboration of textual and visual aspects by describing physical identities that appear factually in wayang works. At this stage, it requires an analysis of the art structure, which includes graphical elements and organizing visual elements in observation. This elaboration requires Edmund Burke Feldman’s structural theory of art. According to Feldman, an art structure can be identified by focusing on lines, shapes, colors, textures, and light darkness which is part of the object/image form (Feldman 1991, 164).
In terms of form, wayang avenger adapted it from the form of wayang kulit purwa. Determination of the proportion of the wayang avenger's height is approximately 40 cm, starting from the top of the head to the legs using leather material. There is no high difference between the wayang putra (male wayang) and wayang putren (female puppet) characters, as is the case in the purwa wayang. Wayang avenger still maintains the art of craftsmanship in wayang kulit, namely the arrangement and possesses the traditional wayang attributes. There are adjustments to the superhero outfit with wayang clothing attributes to affect the inlay and the sunggingan (resulting from coloring activity after carving or staining activities in wayang making).

The recognizable inlay in the wayang purwa also appears in the avenger puppet. In both cases, several lines are visible from a distance. These lines fill each other in the puppet's form, starting from the head to the feet. The way to make these lines is by way of inlaying so that the parts with holes resulted from the inlay/carving are visible. Of course, the inlay on the wayang avenger is not as complicated as the inlay on the wayang purwa. Inlaid on wayang avenger only uses a few basic inlays of the attributes of the puppet purwa, such as sumping, praba, dodot, cloth folds/sembuliyan, and belts. The inlay on the wayang avenger, especially on these attributes, is like that of the Wayang purwa characters. An inlay modification comes from a combination inlay to adjust the fields that look empty, such as in the clothing section.

The inlay combination is perfect when combined with a good sunggingan. Sunarto, sunggingan is a traditional coloring with a color gradation technique or color grade, but each color's boundaries are visible (Sunarto 1997, 162). Sunggingan in wayang avenger, there is no level of color (gradation) as is usually the case in wayang purwa. The sunggingan in this wayang avenger adapts the colors that become the personal identity of the superhero. The color of the clothes seems to have an identity. Ironman superhero characters are identical with the colors gold, red, and silver. Doctor Strange’s signature superhero character is dark blue and red. The dominant Nebula character is in light blue and purple. The overall application of the superhero costumes' colors is an attempt to shape the wayang avenger creations.

The next stage is iconographic analysis. This analysis stage interprets conventional secondary meanings based on images, stories or literature studies, and allegories/symbols to identify themes and concepts of the work (Panofsky 1955, 35). The making of Wayang Avenger is by adopting Avenger superhero characters from Marvel Comic. In recent years it has become very popular. They have captured the world community's attention because they are present in the big-screen film format by the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU). Since Thor's appearance in 2011, young people have been waiting for the MCU films. In 2012, the movie The Avenger first appeared by introducing a story about a team that saves the world from disaster.

The Avenger's story became more interesting when the second part of the film appeared, namely The Avenger: Age of Ultron (2015), The Avenger: Infinity War (2018). The story is getting more complex in the last series, namely The Avenger: End Game (2019). This superhero film is nothing more than a manifestation of a character-based commodity concept. Films starring big actors and those produced with big budgets have been massively promoted. Films can occupy a special space above the intertextual and paratextual hierarchy among individual superheroes (Koh 2014).

Wayang reflects tradition, expresses emotions and ambitions creatively through shadow communication reflected on a white screen called kelir (Ghani and Ishak 2012, 164). However, the demands of the times force the adaptation process to run without leaving tradition. The goal is that the puppet art does not disappear due to a lack of interest from the younger generation. As a cultural product, wayang must integrate its existence with society and its environment (Pratama 2015). Therefore, various types of creative wayang emerged, each of which has ways, creative ideas, and goals to preserve the art of wayang in this millennial era. Creative puppets are puppets that do not follow the standard of wayang kulit purwa in the form of stories and arrangements, either partially or completely (Pratama 2015). Long before creating this superhero avenger puppet, in 2001, Ki Enthus Susmono had also made wayang creations based on creating his characters from DC Comic superheroes, namely Batman and Superman. Ki Enthus has completed all the interstellar puppets, which he calls Planet Puppet. The puppets of Superman, Batman, Batwoman, and various Japanese manga characters allow him to compare these international icons with puppet "superheroes" such as Gathotkac (Cohen 2007, 361). However, the wayang avenger is quite interesting because the forms
tend to adopt the wayang purwa, adopting an inlaid system in the art of wayang craftsmanship. Meanwhile, the superhero puppets by Ki Enthus are more artistic creations that tend to have minimal inlay.

Fig. 2. Wayang Batman by Ki Enthus Susmono (Left) and Wayang Batman by Is Yuniarto (Right) (Wayang Batman by Ki Enthus Susmono - Collection of Nationaal Museum van Wereldcultures, inventory nr. TM-6330-24 (Boonstra 2019). Wayang Batman by Is Yuniarto, downloaded from Instagram @ is.yuniarto, 1 May 2020)

The use of the word “creation” refers to the meaning of creativity (it can also be imaginary). That is, creation is the result of the human mind or intellect. To be creative means to produce something as a result of the thought of creating. As Clark Moustakis stated, creation is also closely related to creativity. Creativity is the experience of expressing and actualizing an individual’s identity in an integrated form concerning oneself, with nature, and with others (Munandar 2002, 18). At this point, Is Yuniarto combines two cultural products into a visual composition that young people (teenagers) will easily accept. This combined cultural product carries the theme of heroism (superhero) as a reference for shaping the wayang’s character and appearance without leaving the traditional Wayang (purwa) form.

Fig. 3. Adapted Form from Comic to Become Wayang Avenger "Ironman" (Modification: Akbar, 2019)

Making wayang avenger is by adapting from comics which later turned into film media. So, there was a process of changing from comics to wayang. Damono said alih wahana (transfer of vehicles) represents a form of adaptation that changes one type of art to another (Damono 2018, 12). Alih wahana (transfer of vehicles), in particular, is always a relationship or link between media. In the development of artistic activities, it is very common for one type of art to take another art as its source (Damono 2018).

In the concept of “transfer of the vehicle,” there is a phenomenon of transformation, namely the depiction of forms that emphasize the attainment of character by moving (trans = moving) a shape or figure from one object to another created thing (Sony Kartika 2017, 39). Transformation also means...
changing into something. There is an assumption that transformation transforms from a form into a new figure as the final stage of a change process.

![Image of Comic to Wayang Avenger]

**Fig. 4.** Adapted Form from Comic to Become Wayang Avenger "Doctor Strange"  
(Modification: Akbar, 2019)

The visualization of the character’s “wayang creations avenger” is like that in the film. According to Haryanto, the form of shadow puppets is generally a depiction of human shadows, which analytically we divided into three parts, namely: (1) the upper part, namely the neck and head, (2) the middle part, namely the body, (3) the limbs, namely feet and hands (Haryanto 1991, 31). Each of these parts always has an inlay and sunggingan pattern.

![Image of Visual Elements on the Head]

**Fig. 5.** Adaptation of Visual Elements on the Head  
(Modification: Akbar, 2019)

The puppet avenger’s visualization of Doctor Strange’s character, the top (neck head) is like a puppet *alusan*, has a sharp nose, *gabahan* eyes, and a flat face facing forward. The head does not use many accessories/attributes as in wayang purwa. However, the upper ear shows the attribute *sumping* (a type of jewelry worn on the ear) with an inlay like gold and a simple creation type inlay in place of Doctor Strange’s grey hair actual character.
The depiction of the puppet avenger of Doctor Strange character in the middle (body) is wearing a complete distinctive outfit, namely Doctor Strange’s iconic artifacts such as (1) the Cloak of Levitation robe, (2) the Eye of Agamotto necklace, and (3) the leather belt known as the Sash of Doctor Strange. This Cloak of Levitation robe has the main strength that it can cause every wearer to fly. This robe’s advantage is that the wearer does not need to know much about witchcraft or use magic to operate it. In the wayang avenger, there are clothing modifications to this clothing attribute. Depiction of a cloak of levitation robe is that of a *praba*, but on the shoulders, it is like using a *sampur*. In Wayang Kulit Purwa clothing, *praba* is an oversized outfit for a puppet king or *patih* figure. For some characters in the wayang kulit purwa, *praba* often means a special outfit that can make the wearer fly.

Like the Cloak of Levitation, only a Sorcerer Supreme (a title for practicing magic and mysticism) can wear this robe. This robe also gives the user the ability to fly. Then, there is the Eye of Agamotto magic necklace, which has the power to manipulate time. The magic necklace's visualization in the wayang avenger is similar to *kalung kebomangah* in the purwa leather puppet. Furthermore, the depiction of the Sash of Doctor Strange belt is not like the shape of the belt in the wayang purwa, but rather like the Doctor Strange belt in comics or films.

Doctor Strange’s puppet avenger’s visualization, the limbs (hands and feet), uses the attribute “shoulder shelves” *calumpringan* model on the arms. In the film, Doctor Strange wears a watch on his left hand, but the watch does not appear as a bracelet in the wayang avenger. On Doctor Strange’s right hand, there was an additional accessory, namely the magic power of the Eye of Agamotto, which was an ornate round like a mandala. At the foot, Doctor Strange appears to be wearing a model for the figures of rishis, priests, and gods. The fashion model seems from the body to the feet. The depiction of rishis figures, priests, and gods, in wayang purwa, often wears a robe with a single nine on the robe and shoes’ edge. In the wayang avenger, Doctor Strange's depiction is also like a rishi or a priest's style.
3.3. Avenger’s Wayang Creations and Online Media

The last stage in this research is the iconological interpretation stage. This stage is an essential stage, which departs from the corrected analysis at the iconographic analysis stage. This stage results from the intuition of the two stages’ synthesis, revealing the meaning in Avenger’s creations. Synthetic impulse is obtained based on psychological conditions or the view of the life of the observer of the work (Panofsky 1955).

Wayang Kreasi Avenger exists as a form of adaptation from traditional culture. In the past, wayang was a means or medium for spreading religion (da’wah). However, nowadays, wayang is a means of media that connects the millennial generation’s insight gap and its own culture. When the current modernization went very strong, which was present through online media with all its sophistication, the media created a big change for enjoying wayang.

The picture on the following page shows a change in the new way young people recognize wayang. The problem is that only some people can enjoy traditional wayang performances, that is, people who may have been accustomed to wayang performances from generation to generation. Then, what about the current millennial generation, who are more used to newly formed cultures. The image below is a simulation of how youn people enjoy the wayang. With the advancement of social media development on various platforms, human interaction can occur outside its normal limits. Initially, the presentation of a puppet show complete with gamelan accompaniment and all the supporting instruments usually took place in front of the screen. Now, enjoying wayang presentations does not have to be accompanied by gamelan and all complete supporting instruments but can also be enjoyed through social media. Social media becomes a “stage” to replace color. We can see the audience's
enthusiasm in the number of “likes” and “comments” statements printed on each social media platform.

![Instagram](image.png)

**Fig. 8.** One of the Transformations to Enjoy Wayang Today (Modification: Akbar, 2019)

Wayang Avenger is a puppet that adapts a Western superhero (marvel) by applying traditional wayang’s visual style. Creation and innovation do not immediately leave traditional art’s essence but reinforce a new form (novelty) (Suharson 2019, 21). Ki Djileng Suparman supported this statement stating that creative wayang is one solution to solve the problems of wayang life today, without leaving its content (interview, 6 Nov 2019). According to Bambang Suwarno, we can no longer interfere with the argument because the wayang purwa has reached its peak of perfection. Therefore, new puppet creations must match the existing wayang, namely the wayang purwa (interview, 6 Nov 2019). So, puppets that develop up to the generation of new wayang creations need to consider still the “red thread” of the wayang’s existence not to leave its “roots,” namely wayang purwa.

Wayang kulit purwa contains various teachings and ethical values sourced from several types of literature and cultural wisdom. Wayang also prioritizes value as true truth, which occupies a high-value position. The concept of truth as the true value is evident that all good knights in wayang always try to become “human defenders of truth.” Their actions in the wayang drama symbolize their efforts to eliminate evil and even untruth. The values contained in the wayang are essential in human life. The hope is that by experiencing the puppet show, the audience can absorb the values in it and can make it happen in the life of society, nation, and state. Value is the essence, and the soul is the object’s substance, where various accidents (properties/aspects) happen to be attached (Sidi Gazalba 1991, 50).

Briefly, the Mahabharata tells the story of the conflict between the five Pandavas and their cousins, the Korawa, which numbered one hundred people. The conflict is about a dispute over the land and government rights of the Astina State. The climax was the Bharatayudha war on the Kurusetra field. The battle lasted eighteen days. In Avenger’s wayang creations, the puppet characters’ visualization is like the characters in the film. The Indonesian traditional wayang stories originating from Mahabharata and Ramayana’s epics, as a medium for telling stories about heroism and war, have a story pattern similar to that of the Avengers film.

4. Conclusion

The creation of the wayang avenger exists as the existence of its current creator. The introduction of the wayang avenger for the first time was still in the form of design through the Instagram social media account, and the realization became the form of wayang in 2018. Wayang avenger is a form adaptation to suit wayang values in a new aesthetic idea. This puppet is a medium for presenting the
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concept of values in protecting others, fighting crime and all its effects, and teaching teamwork as the main point. Therefore, the wayang avenger themes are relatively similar to those in wayang kulit purwa, namely character education for personality enhancement. One of the main themes in wayang kulit purwa is heroism, which is parallel to superhero heroism as a basic moral expression in wayang avenger.

On the visual side, the concept of vehicle transfer is the main reference to transform the adjustment of visual elements. Tatahan and sunggingan play an important role in shaping the appearance and attributes of the puppets. Combining two cultural products into one visual composition contains hope to make it easier for the younger generation to live up to cultural values and wayang beauty. The wayang avenger’s contemporary format is a bridge for the younger generation to get closer to the traditional wayang kulit purwa.
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